ABSTRACT. A theory of distributions analogous to Schwartz distribution theory is formulated for separable Banach spaces, using abstract Wiener space techniques. A distribution T is harmonic on an open set U if for any test function/on U, T(àf) = 0, where A/is the generalized Laplacian off. We prove that a harmonic distribution on (/can be represented as a unique measure on any subset of U which is a positive distance from Uc. In the case where the space is finite dimensional, it follows from Weyl's lemma that the measure is in fact represented by a C function. This functional representation cannot be expected in infinite dimensions, but it is shown that the measure has smoothness properties analogous to infinite differentiability of functions.
1. Introduction. The distribution theory formulation of Weyl's lemma, due to L.Schwartz, states that if Fis a harmonic distribution on a domain in R", then T is a C°° function. In this paper we develop a theory of distributions on a separable real Banach space, for which an analog of Weyl's lemma holds.
In general, there is no Lebesgue measure available on an arbitrary separable Banach space. However Gross has developed a measure theoretic structure wellsuited to the study of potential theory on these spaces [5] , [6] . Since Weyl's lemma is naturally related to potential theory, it is appropriate to use this structure in our extension. The definitions of test functions and distributions are developed in this context, using the Schwartz theory as a model as much as possible. Thus, test functions are infinitely differentiable in a weak sense related to the abstract Wiener structure and they have bounded support. The lack of compactness in the supports is partially compensated for by requiring Lip 1 continuity of the function and its derivatives. Test functions converge if all their derivatives converge pointwise and boundedly, with appropriate restrictions on their supports. Distributions are elements of the corresponding topological dual space.
The main difference between Weyl's lemma on finite dimensional spaces and its extension to separable Banach spaces is that on the latter, a harmonic distribution is a measure but is not necessarily representable as a function. The Green measure Gx offers an example of this difference. On R" -{x}, Gx is a Given a separable real Hubert space H, one can always construct an abstract Wiener space with H as the first element and given a separable Banach space B, one can always construct an abstract Wiener space with B as the second element. In both cases the resulting abstract Wiener spaces are not unique. If one begins with H as the first element, then all resulting abstract Wiener spaces are isomorphic for the purposes of integration theory. This is not true if one begins with the second element B. In this case, for each abstract Wiener structure (i.e.
for each 77 properly embedded in 77) there is a corresponding set of test functions and distributions. This occurs because the differentiability of test functions is determined by smoothness on 77-cosets.
A probabilistic interpretation of an abstract Wiener space is that the family {p,(x, •)},><)> defined by p,(x,A) = p,(A -x), are the transition functions for a Markov process (í2,^?,(7í}^eB,(A',},>0) with state space 77 and continuous sample paths. This is a consequence of [2] and [6, Remark 2.3]. The Markov process can be regarded as a 5-valued Brownian motion and in finite dimensions reduces to the usual Brownian motion.
The Green measure on 77 is defined on Borel sets A by G(A) = j* p,(A)dt. In the case where V is the space 77, we denote the derivative L by DBf(x) and call / B-differentiable.
On an abstract Wiener space, there is a weaker notion of differentiation which has proved to be important. A function /: 77 -* W is H-differentiable at
We denote L by Df(x). It is possible for a function to be differentiable in /7-directions but not even continuous in the norm topology on 77. Of course, any such function will be H-continuous; that is, \\f(x + h) f(x)\\yV->0 as |«| -» 0. There are Banach spaces where there are no Bdifferentiable R-valued functions with bounded support [1] , [13}, but we will show that for any open set U contained in B there are //-differentiable functions with support contained in U.
Define inductively the Banach spaces W0 = R, Wk = X(H, Wk_x) and let \-\k be the usual operator norm on Wk. We say /: 77 -* R is //-differentiable « times on U if, for all k < n, Dkf(x) is the Fréchet derivative of the function Dk~xf: U -* Wk_x, which maps x ~» Dk~1f(x). If the functions Dkf are continuous (where U has the relative 77-topology and Wk the norm topology) for all k < n, then fis n times continuously H-differentiable on U. It is easy to show that if/: B -* W is ZZ-differentiable on an open ball containing x and x + h, and Df is ZZ-continuous, A sequence of test functions {/} will be said to be 2}0 -Cauchy in U, written /" ->-*■, if (i) there exists a fixed properly bounded K C U such that for all n, Supp / CK,
(ii) for all ¿, |ZJ>*/(.x) -Dkfm(x)\k -* 0 pointwise and uniformly boundedly as n, m -* oo.
The set U^0(U) is not complete with respect to this convergence. In the next section we show that if /" -*-*■/ then / is infinitely ZZ-differentiable; however neither / nor its derivatives are necessarily continuous in the B topology.
(2.4) Definition.The distributions on U are R-valued linear functions T on!£>0(t/). such that if {/) is a 2i0-Cauchy sequence of test functions on U, then {T(fn)} converges.
For the Markov process described in the introduction, define the random variable i> to be the exit time from Br(0); that is, rr(o>) = inf,>o{': IM")!! > r}-Let iTrí¡(dy) = %{XTr E dy) be the associated hitting measure. irr0 is a probability measure concentrated on {||jc|| = r) and irrj¡¡(dy) = irr0(-dy).
It is a consequence of Proposition 3.5 that if F is a distribution on U, the convolution T * trrfi is a distribution on Ur = {x E U: d(x, Uc) > r).
(2.5) Definition. A distribution T is harmonic on U if for all/ E U^,(U),
This expression is well-defined for sufficiently small r because Supp / is properly bounded in U.
The definition of a harmonic distribution is based on a generalization of the mean value property. There are other possible definitions; for instance, one might require that F(Trace D2f) = 0 for a certain class of functions/. The difficulty with such an approach is in finding a suitable class of functions which is closed under the operation / ~* Trace D2f but is still large enough to be interesting. These approaches are equivalent in finite dimensions, but in infinite dimensions D2f may exist but not be trace class. The main result of this paper is the following:
(2.7) Theorem. If T is a harmonic distribution on U, then there exists a unique local measure v on U such that for f E £>0(£/), T(f) = Jf(x) v(dx).
3. Test functions and distributions. In this section we present further properties of test functions and distributions which relate directly to the proof of Theorem 2.7.
There are many test functions on U: it is known that if / is a real bounded Borel measurable function on 77 then p,/is infinitely //-differentiable and DkpJ(x)(hx,.. .,hk) = jf(x + y)Jk(y,hx,.. .,hk)p,(dy) with [4] Jx(y,h) -(l/t)h(y), Jn(y, «!,...,«") = (l//)«"(yH-i(y, «,,..., Vi) -DJn^x(y,hx,...,h"_x)(hn).
Here h(y) is the function defined as the L2(p,)-limit of any sequence {«"} of elements of B* which converge to hin H norm, and therefore in L2(p,) norm; we define Dh(y) = « and D2h(y) = 0. These definitions agree with the usual definitions of Dh(y), D2h(y) when « G 77* and otherwise are merely a formal notation for writing the recursion formula. We have the following estimate on the L2(p,) norm of Jk(y,h) = Jk(y,hx,.. .,hk). 
where a depends on p 
(3.5) Proposition. If pis a bounded Borel measure concentrated on {||jc|| < r) and T is a distribution on U, then T * p is a distribution on U" where we define T*p(f) = T(ii*f).
Proof. We have just shown that if/ E 250(f/r), p * f E ib0(U); hence T * pis well-defined. It remains to show that ii{f"}-*^ on Ur then {u*/"}-■*-* on U. But this follows from (3.4) and dominated convergence.
(3.6) Proposition. /// e £>0(77) a«<7« is a function on R integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure, then F(x) = J* h(t)p,f(x)dt E !£>(/?).
Proof. This follows from Remark 3.3 and the observation that F(x) = I * f(x), where / is the finite measure defined on Borel sets by 1(A) = So° h(t)p,(A)dt. Next we show that
The right-hand side is linear in h since we are only concerned with real Hubert spaces; furthermore
We have The first term is Proof. For each ¿ there is a collection of elements A(x) E Wk with Dkf"(x) -% A(x) in Wk norm pointwise and boundedly. We will show that Dkf(x) = A(x). It is true for ¿ = 0 and if it is true for k -1 then it is sufficient to prove that
Here and below the supremum is taken over a countable dense subset of License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use AN EXTENSION OF WEYL'S LEMMA 309 {p E //*"': \p¡\ = 1} to ensure measurability. If we let <¡>"(s) = Dk~lf"(x + sh) (p), then 4>'n(s) = Dkfn(x + sh)(p,h) and <¡>""(s) = Dk+]f"(x + sh)(p,h,h). If M = supnSup^lD*"1"1/,^)^,, then the mean value theorem gives \<¡>'"(s) -<l>'"(0)\ < |í|A/"|«|2. But 4>'"(s) -*" A(x + sh)(p,h) pointwise and boundedly. Since M is independent of « and also of p, we have
It is clear that Supp / is properly bounded in U and the norms of the derivatives are uniformly bounded.
We conclude this section with an example of a distribution harmonic on B -{0}, namely, the Green measure G(dx) = J"0°° p,(dx)dt. For / E !2s0(^). G(f) = ff(x) G(dx) is well defined since Supp/is bounded. It is easy to see that if/, ->-»■ on 77, G(f") converges; hence G is a distribution on 77.
To show that G is harmonic on B -(0), we will show that for A a properly bounded Borel subset of 77 -{0} and r < d(0,A), G * trrfi(A) = G(A). This is sufficient because G is a measure and a test function on B -{0} can be approximated pointwise and boundedly by simple functions with uniformly bounded support.
We can interchange the integrals because g(t,ui) = Px (X, E A) is jointly measurable in t and m for fixed Borel A : the map (w, /) ~* (XTr(u)t t) is measurable, and when A is a cylinder set it is clear from the formula for p,(A -x) that PX(X, G A) is jointly measurable in x and /. But {A E B: PX(X, E A) is jointly measurable in t, x) is a monotone class containing the field of cylinder sets and is, therefore, the Borel field.
Using the strong Markov property, G * %0(A) = fo°° fQ E(x[Xl^A}kr)Podt = CLxAiXo9rr)P0dt.
We again interchange integrals, using the fact that Xl+Tr(^(u) is continuous in t for fixed to and measurable in u for fixed t, hence is jointly measurable in t and w. 4. Approximation of distributions by measures. In the finite dimensional theory of distributions, the convolution of a test function with a distribution can be defined and shown to be a C°° function. This observation may be applied to a sequence of test functions which converge to ô{0} appropriately to show that a distribution can be approximated in a distribution sense by a sequence of functions. The purpose of this section is to construct a sequence of measures which approximate 5{0) and which yield a local measure when convolved with a distribution on an abstract Wiener space. (ii) If{f"}isa sequence of Lip 1 functions with U" Supp (/) a bounded subset of Ur andfi -* fpointwise and boundedly, p, * f-»-* as n -> °°.
(iii) Iff E 2>o(U) with support in Ur p, * f-*->f as t -■*■ 0. Hence ft */ E £)°°(/i)(/7), once we show that, for all k, supj£>*ft * f(x)\k < oo.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use To prove (ii) we note that U" Supp ft, * / is a properly bounded subset of U and we must show that for all ¿, Dkp, * f"(x) converges in Wk norm pointwise and boundedly as n -» oo. (i)/ V g(x) = f(x) and/ V g(y) = f(y),
(ii)/ V g(x) = f(x) and/ V g(y) = g(y). In the first case we use the fact that / is Lip 1 on W to get the necessary inequality. In the second case we have f(x) > g(x) and g(y) > f(y), and we observe that l/to -g(y)\ = /to -g(y) < /to -f(y) = l/to -f(y)\ if /to > g(y)
= g(y) -/to < g(y) -g(x) = \g(y) -g(x)\ if/W < g(y).
In both cases, \f V g(x) -/ V g(y)\ < c\\x -y\\, where c is the larger of the Lip 1 constants for /, g. A<1)(jc) = hm-5-whenever the limit exists. Here c = \E0iirif), with £0 the expectation with respect to the probability measure Zg. Roughly speaking, if v is a harmonic local measure and <j> is a function such that Atf>(x) exists pointwise and boundedly, then f &4>dv = 0. This is the key to the first representation theorem in this section, concerning harmonic local measures. First, however, we will consider conditions which ensure that A<b exists pointwise and boundedly. This proposition gives sufficient conditions for a function to be in the domain of the characteristic operator for the Brownian motion. In [12] it is shown that if (iii) is strengthened to uniform continuity then the function is in the domain of the infinitesimal generator of the process.
Proof Not all test functions have trace class second derivatives. This is inconvenient. Nevertheless we can construct test functions which do satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 5.2 and have the additional property that the trace of the second derivative is also a test function in a specified set. Proof. The proof of Proposition 3.2 shows that there is a positive test function w on U with w(x) = 1 on W. Since p, w converges uniformly to w as / -* 0, choose T such that ||p,w -w|L < i for ' ^ T-Choose h E C¡?(R) such that ¿(0) = 1, h(t) = 0 if |f | > T. Let a = Jo00 \h(t)\dt. Then I(x) = Jq00 h(t)p,w(x)dt <¡afor x <$ u and I(x) E (la, \\w\l,a] for x E W. Choose £ E C¡?(R) such that i(x) = 0 on |jt| < \a and £(x) = 1 on \a < \x\ < ||w|La. Let g(x) = £(I(x)). Then g = 1 on W and it is a consequence of Proposition 3.6 that g 6 ¡ûo(i/).
We have Proof. Let <¡>f(x) = \Gf(x) Trace D2g(x) + (Dg(x),DGf(x)). Note that Supp <j>f C Supp g, so the integral on the right is well defined.
We will show that the function g(x)Gfix) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition
Condition (i) is immediate, with
Here A(x) is the operator defined by The last term = -2g(x)f(x) and g = 1 on Supp / The theorem follows. Notice that the integrand ty on the right-hand side of the equation in the previous theorem is supported on a set which is disjoint from the support off but which "surrounds" it in some sense. That is, a harmonic measure has the property that the integral of smooth functions with respect to the measure is determined by a "boundary value" integral-a rough analog to the mean value property in finite dimensions. Notice also that ty is basically the Laplacian of the potential function Gf, altered so as to have a specified support. The reason for the elaborate definition of 4>f is that even if / is only Lip 1 and bounded, <fy is a test function, as we shall show. The representation of harmonic distributions as measures relies heavily on this property. We first show that for x E U -W, DkGf(x) = f™ Dkp,f(x)dt. For each h = («i,.. .,«*), the map t ~* Dkp,f(x)(h) is Borel measurable because we can use the equality p,(||y|| > 8} = px{\\y\\ > 8t~ll2} to write
DkpJ(x)(h) = ff(x + yftz)JkW~tz,h)Px(dz).
We will show the integral converges in Wk norm uniformly for x E U -W. The integrand -»0 as | h\ -* 0 and is bounded by the integrable function 2 supx6l/_ir|D*p</(x)|/t. The argument above shows that \DkGf(x) -DkGf(y)\k < c\\x -y\\ f~ ^p,{(S -x) U (S -y))(t)^2dt.
But if x, y E U -W, (S -x) U (S -y) is again a bounded set contained in {II v|| > d), the integral is uniformly bounded, and so the map x ~» DkGf(x) is Lip 1 on U -W. Hence Gf E 2>(t/ -W) and <¡>f E 2>0(U). But since/ ty E US0(Ur), this can be written n/*ft)= 7%*/it).
As t -» 0, / * ft, -*->/ and <i>y * ft, ->-» <fy, giving 7*(/) = T(<¡>f). We will show that there exists a unique measure v on K such that 7*(d>y) = //(jc) v(dx).
Let A G L(K) and let {hn) be a sequence of L0(V) functions which converges boundedly and pointwise to h. Since U" Supp h" C V is properly bounded in W, <f>Aii G th0(U), <¡>hii -+> and we can define S(h) = lim" T(<t>hf). Notice that if h E L0(V), then S(h) = r(^). But the last expression is independent of i. We conclude by showing that the local measure v which represents the distribution T has smoothness properties in //-directions. We recall that the measures {p,} have the property that for any bounded measurable f, p, * f is infinitely //-differentiable and this is essentially what we shall show for v. However, since v is only defined on properly bounded Borel subsets of U, we must impose conditions on the domain of /and the domain of differentiability of v */. Since B* is dense in H and both sides are continuous in h¡, we get DkGfx(y) = (-\)kDkGf(x-y).
Using the fact that Fx+h(y) = Fx(y -h), one has DkGFx+h(y) = DkGfx(y-h).
These equalities, together with estimates similar to those in Lemma 5.8, are used to show that v * f is infinitely ZZ-differentiable, with Dkv * f(x) = (-1)*+1 / [ \ Trace D2g(y)DkGf(x -y) -(Dg(y),Dk+xGf(x-y))]v(dy).
